
user behavior, and much more (For a complete list of threats see 
Figure 4). SparkSecure will then automate the threat research process, 
prioritize threats based on confidence, and display corroborating 
evidence to the analyst, significantly reducing time to threat 
remediation and overall risk. 

SparkSecure™ does this by analyzing aggregated log data forwarded 
from either existing logging sources (i.e. Proxy Server, Firewall, Web 
Server, etc.) or a SIEM. The analysis process consists of numerous 
machine-learning pipelines, each of which features a variety of different 
threat-detection algorithms and techniques. At the root of the analysis 
pipelines, SparkSecure leverages the following three major types of 
machine learning innovation.

Cognitive Analytics - The Human Approach
SparkSecure leverages cognitive analytics to deliver ‘signature-free’ 
security for the cyber-physical world. As shown in Figure 1, cognitive 
analytics are the set of advanced software applications that emulate 
the human brain by processing information, drawing conclusions and 
codifying instincts and experience into learning. 

SparkCognition uses cognitive analytics to tackle numerous valuable 
problems within cybersecurity and the industrial internet of things. 
For example, SparkSecure recognizes when a trusted user may 
be participating in malicious espionage by detecting anomalous 
network traffic.

SparkSecure sniffs out suspicious user activity by using a pipeline 
called Profile-Based Threat Detection. As shown in Figure 2, Profile 
Based Threat Detection uses higher-order feature derivation and neural 

The Evolving Threat of Cybercrime
Cybercrime is an exponentially growing threat to the world’s businesses, 
governments and citizens. For perpetrators, there is a low risk of 
prosecution and large potential gain, which doesn’t bode well for 
victims. Estimates of the annual impact of cybercrime on the global 
economy reach as high as $600 billion1. These estimates overtake 
the gross national income of most countries2, yet governments 
and companies alike continue to underestimate how easily an 
unsophisticated cyber attack could disrupt their operations. 

Making matters worse, the exponential growth in both connected 
devices and malware will soon make traditional tools like Firewalls 
and Endpoint Antivirus insufficient on their own. Ransom-ware and 
other petty-crime code is now available “off the shelf” to amateurs 
and experts alike and the AV-Test institute registers over 390,000 new 
malicious programs every day3. This growth in devices and threats 
has spawned the need for newer and better cyber tools like the SIEM, 
which aggregates all network and endpoint data into one location for 
heuristic analysis. However, SIEM alerts quickly become overwhelming 
to security experts because of the amount of data generated and the 
research requirements imposed. A more efficient way to supervise 
these threats is emerging --SparkCognition’s™ advent of machine 
learning cybersecurity.

SparkSecure™ - A Machine Learning Solution
SparkSecure augments the workload of security experts by using 
proprietary machine learning software to identify and prioritize all 
types of threats, such as zero-day attacks, APTs, bot traffic, suspicious 

Detect Cybercrime with Cognitive Analytics

Process Information Codifies Instincts & 
Experience into Learning

Draws Conclusions

Enables machines to 
penetrate the complexity 

of data to identify 
associations

Presents powerful 
techniques to handle 

unstructured data

Continuously learns not 
only from previous insights, 

but also from new data 
entering the system

Provides NLP support to 
enable human to machine 
and machine to machine 

communication

Does not require 
rules, instead relies on 

hypothesis generation built 
on analyzed data

Figure 1

The Benefits of Cognitive Analytics

Figure 1: SparkSecure leverages cognitive analytics to think like the human brain
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Figure 2: Feature derivation and neural networks detect espionage

networks to locally train on any IP to IP communication, in either a 
traditional network or an industrial SCADA network, and understand 
the expected behavior. After a period of monitoring and baselining all 
network activity, SparkSecure builds a dynamically adaptive model 
that learns which traffic patterns should be considered anomalous and 
prioritizes findings by recommending monitoring or mitigation. This is a 
semi-supervised process that trains on known malicious events, as well 
as any previously implemented firewall or proxy rules in place.

By looking at the breadth of data in the same way that a person would 
hope to analyze it, Profile-Based Threat Detection is able to capture 
numerous events that would otherwise go unnoticed. For example, 
a worm propagating through a network. In isolation, these malicious 
traffic patterns will often look benign, but when analyzed in aggregate, 
they cannot hide from the deep learning capabilities of SparkSecure’s 
Profile-Based Threat Detection.

Natural Language Processing -  
Understand the Threat
SparkSecure also leverages SparkCognition’s proprietary Natural 
Language Processing API (DeepNLP™) in many of its pipelines. Like a 
human security analyst, DeepNLP not only searches the internet for 
threat evidence, but understands the written context of each threat. 
In doing so, SparkSecure is able to separate with confidence that 
which is truly malicious from everything that is simply anomalous. This 
understanding has traditionally been a weakness of heuristic detection 
systems. For example, let’s discuss how SparkSecure identifies 
malicious User Agents and port activity using this approach.

First, SparkSecure must detect anomalous user agents or port activity, 
which is done in several ways. A simple standard deviation is used 
to identify which events are distanced from the normal distribution 
of activity. From there, we employ a complex clustering approach4, in 
which we analyze a variety of raw and derived features, such as bytes 
sent and received, or unique IPs accessed per port or user agent. This 
clustering method, constantly optimized for the shifting workflows of 
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data, identifies true anomalies within the initial non-normal data 
sets. Once anomalies are found, the next step is identifying which 
of them are malicious. This is where SparkSecure uses DeepNLP 
to automatically query common search engines such as Google 
or Bing. For example, DeepNLP may ask: “Is Port 4030 activity 
going to Amazon.com associated with malicious behavior?” or “Is 
Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.0) Presto/2.12.388 Version/12.14 using 
Port 8888 a threat?”

The numerous results of these searches are then read and analyzed 
by DeepNLP, much in the same way that a person would, only faster, 
deeper, more accurately, and with less bias. DeepNLP uses a wide 
variety of techniques like TF/IDF analysis, N-Gram extraction, Word 
Vectors and hypothesis validation algorithms, to understand threat 
context and sentiment. Using this understanding of a massive derived 
feature set, the likelihood of an anomaly being a malicious threat can 
be determined and prioritized against other threats.

Finally, the relevant pages on the internet can then be summarized 
and succinctly presented to the cyber analyst within SparkSecure to 
justify the assigned score. This greatly reduces the amount of manual 
research effort necessary, and can quickly be reviewed by the cyber 
analyst. As an add-on, IBM Watson can be used to deliver in-context 
remediation advice using spoken words. Best of all, because it is a 
machine learning process, SparkSecure is dynamically trainable and 
evolves with time for greater proficiency.

Ensembled Machine Learning - 
Assess Threats
SparkSecure ensembles multiple machine-learning techniques to 
comprehensively and universally assess the malicious intent of 
network anomalies. As threats evolve, individual solutions are not 
sufficiently reliable, and an effective solution must execute many 
approaches simultaneously and in real-time. 



For example, the SparkSecure file analysis pipeline uses multiple 
techniques to determine if a downloaded file is likely to be malicious 
or benign. In this example, there are 4 approaches that are ensembled 
to determine a comprehensive threat prediction for each suspicious 
file. A visual representation is given in Figure 3.

• SparkSecure pairs statistical heuristics with advanced anomaly 
detection methods to identify outlier downloads to be analyzed 

•  DeepNLP scans trusted cybersecurity resources and the open 
internet to understand if a particular executable file has a known 
threat history 

• SparkSecure downloads and analyzes suspicious files using 
traditional antivirus and sandbox scanning tools, thus 
leveraging signatures whenever available. 

• SparkSecure uses advanced heuristics and a constantly evolving 
machine learning classification technique known as Machine 
Learning Anti-Virus (MLAV) which is a signature-free detection 
system capable of identifying malicious binaries, and comparing 
the similarities of new zero-day files to known historical threats 
or benign entities

Each unique component of the file analysis pipeline will independently 
determine the predicted threat of each downloaded file. These 
independent conclusions are then ensembled to create a final 
confidence level of malicious nature.

Figure 4 shows a comprehensive list of threats that SparkSecure 
addresses through an ensemble of advanced tools and techniques.

Figure 3: SparkSecure outperforms its competitors

Threat Type: Ensembled Detection Tools

Executable File Analysis
Outlier Detection, DeepNLP, Traditional AV, 
MLAV

Outlier Port Activity Outlier Detection, DeepNLP,

User Agent Analysis Outlier Detection, DeepNLP,

Malicious URI Detection IP or Domain blacklist, DeepNLP

Domain Analysis Outlier Detection, Dynamic ML Algorithm

Bot Detection Dynamic ML classification algorithms

Trusted User Espionage IP anomalous behavioral analysis

Personal Info Leakage Scan user agent and payloads

Web Server Protection
Scan for SQL injections, XSS, DDoS, NLP 
comparison

Product Features
Advanced Threat 

Detection Providers
Insider Threat 

Detection Providers
File Analysis Providers

Traditional Security Coverage

Heuristic-based Analysis

Threat Prioritization

User Behavior Analysis

Machine Learning

“Big Data” Size and Speed

NLP Threat Research

IBM Watson Remediation

Figure 4: A comprehensive list of threat types and the ensembled 
approach to combat them

Figure 3

Figure 4



Figure 5 - SparkSecure technology architecture
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The relationship of these technologies, along with other proprietary and 
open source software components, are grouped into a Frontend and 
Backend architecture as shown below in Figure 5.

Customers don’t have to implement these technologies independently 
as SparkSecure is delivered via the cloud, or via on-premises virtual 
appliances that pre-integrate all required infrastructure to minimize 
installation hassles.

In conclusion, SparkCognition is using cognitive machine learning 
technology to address the gap between previous capabilities and the 
growing volume of cybercrime threats and vulnerable devices. With 
minimal investment, SparkSecure will augment your existing security 
teams by prioritizing and evaluating threats and offering in context 
remediation support, thus improving their productivity by more than 
five times over.
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SparkSecure Solution Architecture
SparkSecure magnifies the value of existing enterprise security through 
the addition of cognitive analysis. SparkSecure executes on top of 
firewalls, proxies, web servers, and SIEMS in order to perform patented 
and proprietary machine learning processing on network and endpoint 
log data which provides high-fidelity alerts to security operations.

SparkSecure leverages best-of-breed and industry standard big data 
technologies to provide a cyber security solution that is both robust and 
horizontally scalable. The use of third-party technologies, combined with 
patented proprietary cognitive and machine learning algorithms ensure 
that the full potential of machine learning based threat detection can 
stand up to the high-volume requirements of the modern enterprise.

 A few of the major third-party technologies that SparkSecure employs 
are listed here with their descriptions as well as shown in the high-level 
architecture diagram presented in Figure 5 below:

• Hadoop/HDFS5 - provides scalable and reliable data storage 
and processing via a cluster architecture (see Hadoop Master, 
Secondary, and Slave(s) components in Figure 5 below). When 
large quantities of web proxy, network and server log data is 
available in Hadoop/HDFS, SparkSecure users receive high-fidelity 
alerts and automated research results not possible in previous data 
platforms 

• Spark6, 7, 8 - provides orders-of-magnitude algorithm execution 
performance over Hadoop/MapReduce processing. Spark is used 
in-conjunction with SparkSecure‘s Hadoop/HDFS infrastructure. 
(Spark is Apache’s cluster computing framework and is not 
associate with SparkCognition or SparkSecure)  

• Hive9 - Provides an ad-hoc SQL (via HiveQL) database interface to 
SparkSecure‘s Hadoop/HDFS cluster infrastructure 

• Zookeeper10 - manages SparkSecure‘s complex Hadoop/HDFS and 
Kafka streaming cluster infrastructure 

• Kafka11, 12 - serves as SparkSecure‘s streaming and ML 
processing engine

Figure 5
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